Abstract--In this paper, we introduce and study a new system of variational inclusions involving (H, ~)-monotone operators in Hilbert space. Using the resolvent operator associated with (H, ~?)-monotone operators, we prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions for this new system of variational inclusions. We also construct a new algorithm for approximating the solution of this system and discuss the convergence of the sequence of iterates generated by the algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Variational inclusions are an important generalization of classical variational inequalities and thus, have wide applications to many fields including, for example, mechanics, physics, optimization and control, nonlinear programming, economics, and engineering sciences. For these reasons, various variational inclusions have been intensively studied in recent years. For details, we refer the reader to and the references therein.
and proved an existence theorem using Fan's lemma. Kassay, Kolumb£n and P£1es [15] introduced and studied Minty and Stampacchia variational inequality systems using the KakutaniFan-Glicksberg fixed-point theorem. In [21] [22] [23] , Verma introduced and studied some systems of variational inequalities and developed some iterative algorithms for approximating the solutions of these systems of variational inequalities. Very recently, Fang and Huang [6] introduced a system of variational inclusions and developed a Mann iterative algorithm to approximate the unique solution of the system.
On the other hand, monotonicity techniques were extended and applied in recent years because of their importance in the theory of variational inequalities, complementarity problems, and variational inclusions. In [12] , Huang and Fang introduced a class of generalized monotone operators, maximal q-monotone operators, and defined an associated resolvent operator. Using resolvent operator methods, they developed some iterative algorithms to approximate the solution of a class of general variational inclusions involving maximal q-monotone operators. Huang and Fang's method extended the resolvent operator method associated with an ~-subdifferential operator due to Ding and Luo [4] . In [5] , Fang and Huang introduced another class of generalized monotone operators, H-monotone operators, and defined an associated resolvent operator. They also established the Lipschitz continuity of the resolvent operator and studied a class of variational inclusions in Hilbert spaces using the resolvent operator associated with H-monotone operators. In a recent paper [7] , Fang and Huang further introduced a new class of generalized monotone operators, (H, y)-monotone operators, which provide a unifying framework for classes of maximal monotone operators, maximal q-monotone operators, and H-monotone operators. They also studied a class of variational inclusions using the resolvent operator associated with an (H, ~)-monotone operator.
Motivated and inspired by above works, in this paper, we introduce and study a new system of variational inclusions involving (H, ~?)-monotone operators in Hilbert spaces. Using the resolvent operator method associated with (H, r])-monotone operators due to Fang and Huang [7] , we prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions for this new system of variational inclusions. We also construct a new algorithm for approximating the solution of this system of variational inclusions and discuss the convergence of iterative sequences generated by the algorithm. The present results improve and extend many known results in the literature.
PRELIMINARIES
Let 7-/be a real Hilbert space endowed with a norm I1" II and an inner product (., .} and let 2 n denote the family of all nonempty subsets of 7-/. Let us recall some concepts. [12] , Fang and Huang [5, 7] , respectively. Obviously, the class of (H, ~l)-monotone operators provides a unifying frameworks for classes of maximal monotone operators, maximal v-monotone operators, and H-monotone operators. For details about these operators, we refer the reader to [4, 5, 7, 12, 25] and the references therein.
) maximal monotone if M is monotone and (I+AM)(7-/) = 7-l, for all A > O, where I denotes the identity operator on 7-[; (6) maximal ~?-monotone if M is ~?-monotone and (I + AM)(~) = ~, for all A > O; (7) H-monotone if M is monotone and (H + AM)(7-/) = H, for all A > O; (8) (H,~)-monotone if M is v-monotone and (H + AM)(?-/) = 7-l, for all A > O.

REMARK 2.1. MaximM ~-monotone operators, H-monotone operators, and ( H, ~)-monotone operators were first introduced in Huang and Fang
For our results, we need the following concepts and lemmas. 
Vu E//. REMARK 2.2.
(i) When H = I, Definition 2.4 reduces to the definition of the resolvent operator of a maximal T-monotone operator, see [12] .
(ii) When T(U,V) = u-v for all u,v E 7./, Definition 2.4 reduces to the definition of the resolvent operator of an H-monotone operator, see [5] . (iii) When H = I and T(U, v) = u -v, for all u, v E T/, Definition 2.4 reduces to the definition of the resolvent operator of a maximal monotone operator, see [25] . 
A NEW SYSTEM OF VARIATIONAL INCLUSIONS
In this section, we shall introduce a new system of variational inclusions involving (H, T)-monotone operators in Hilbert spaces. In what follows, unless otherwise specified, we always assume that 7./1 and 7./2 are two real Hilbert spaces, A C//1 and B C//2 are two nonempty, closed and convex sets. <T (a), x -a> >_ 0,
EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS
In this section, we will prove existence and uniqueness for solutions of problem (3.1). For our main results, we have the following characterization of solutions of problem (3.1). 
ITERATIVE ALGORITHM AND CONVERGENCE
In this section, we will construct the Mann iterative algorithm for approximating the unique solution of problem (3.1) and discuss the convergence analysis of the algorithm. 
